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Question:

What are the effects of protectionist measures (tariffs)

- on labor market variables

in a global structural model

- with different types of micro-founded unemployment?
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3 main takeaway

1. Protectionism does not increase employment
   - not in the source country, not in hit countries
   - not even when nobody retaliates
   - not even in the protected (tradable) sector

2. There can be marginal gains for the non-war countries

3. When protectionism measures lead to retaliation, things get bad everywhere
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   - non-linearity

2. Aggregate effect mostly due to monetary reaction

3. Use of tariff revenues
   - pure-non distortive choice but...
Minor comments

- Robustness:
  - What can make tariffs expansionary?

- Show:
  - nominal exchange rates
  - Imported “gross” inflation

- Why EA monetary policy ease in first scenario?
Conclusion

- Topical and well executed paper

- No gain from protectionism
  - Global risk from a trade war